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5.4.2 (2) Alumni has active role for institutional functioning:- 

  Alumni are well placed in diverse fields and employed with many respective 

places. They are today our institutions’ advertiser of this state. In return, the 

college gains from their valued input to up to date teaching methodology 

subjects. They also share the social commitment of the institute by participating 

in various programs. 

• Our Alumni engage us with global community to support and 

advance the college excellence. 

• Our Alumni promote and foster mutually beneficial interaction 

between the present students of this institution. 

• We are arranging get- together of the Alumni and social, cultural 

function of the institutional development. 

• Enable the Alumni to participate in activities that would contribute 

the general development of the college. 

 (Organization workshop on teaching Learning Materials Preparation) 

Objectives:- 

Teaching Learning Materials (TLM) are important for the teaches in 

teaching their lessons effectively, as it helps to a better interpretation and 

appreciation of the concepts, contents as well as the  subject matter . TLM also 

enables the students to proceeds towards concrete learning. 

                                                                                A teaching aids is anything used by a 

teacher to help teach a lesson or make it more interesting to students. Teaching 



aids can come in almost any form. Some of the most common are pictures , 

videos charts , flash cards and objects or educational toys. 

 

 

Types of Teaching Aids:- 

• Actual objects 

• Models 

• Pictures 

• Charts 

• Maps 

Visual Aids: -Black board, posters, Flashcards, Presentations printed Text books, 

and Graphs. 

Audi Aids:-   Radio, Tape recorder and CDS. 

Audio- Visual Aids- Films, Documentaries Virtual class room, Video recording 

Television etc. 

Instructor Aditya Prakash Singh showed the regards to T.N.A.T.T.C., and explains 

his ideas regarding TLMs workshop concern. In workshop the participants are get 

a broad and depth theoretical explanation of particular topic . Participants also 

get practical- instructions for carrying out their duties, participants are trained to 

behave and co- operation between participants and connecting educational 

institutions and the community. Through preparing various TLMs of educational 

purpose the student teacher will be able to express their inner innovative ideas 

and thought in a aesthetic manner and skillful way.  

Human have been using teaching aids and props since the beginning of time. In 

today classroom, lecture theatre or other learning environment, teaching aids and 

props are just as useful as ever before. In early children settings, teacher utilizes a 

myriad of teaching aids and props often in time from the toys and games. Nature 

based learning utilize props such as- Trees, Logs, Hills, Diet Plants, Rocks, and 

sticks. Many of these are complied by the teacher from various objects of 



location. As children get older learning becomes more cognitively , abstract and 

theoretical, the number of teaching aids and props accelerated learning improved 

recall and higher engagement are notable potential benefits. While teaching aids 

support classroom organization and management props are subject or topic- 

specific items with high entertainment, engagement and interest value. 

                                              T.N.A. Teachers Training college, Harigaon, organize a 

work shop which designed to stimulate innovation in Teaching learning materials” 

Adity prakash Singh, bearing C.R. 39, session – 2015-17 at present pursuing M.Ed. 

degree at Motherhood University, Roorkey (U.K) was done this workshop with the 

help of our faculties for develop pedagogical skills of student- teachers, through 

TLM in the exceeding volatile 21st century classrooms.  

 

 

The program was started on 11:30 am and continues up to 4 O’clock. 

Principal Dr. Rahul kumar Pandey inaugurated this program through motivating 

his speech and efforts shoeing towards the running session B.Ed. and D. El. Ed. 

student teachers. All faculty and technically supporting staffs of this college had 

co- operate this program by which the program was succeed in a positive 

response. 

                          After completing the workshop presentation and discussion 

regarding the students of B.Ed. and D. El. Ed. prepare their TLM and also explain 

importance of these. Student were prepared various Teaching Learning materials 

those will make useful in their internship program. Students were taken interest 

and showed their skills through preparing various TLM. All pedagogy concern 

faculty guided their students to make this workshop run in a enthusiastic mode.  

 Principal Dr. Rahul kumar pandey, focus the objectives of prepare the TLM for 

classroom teaching. The main objectives of TLMs’, models are to study and 

represent the communication between teacher and students. The use of TLM 

requires the message passing between all the elements that represent the 

system. The purpose and importance of TLMs are to make lesson interesting, easy 

to learning and enable teachers to easily express concepts. Learning materials can 



significantly increase learner’s achievement by supporting learning. Instructional 

material also known as TLM, those are any collection of materials including 

animate and inanimate objects and human and non-human resources that a 

teacher may use in teaching and learning situations to help achieve desired 

learning objectives.  

On line message to students by the secretary Dr. Krishna Murari Agrawal sir 

“The roles of TLMs in the classroom are to make learning real, practical and fun 

for children. Teachers use TLMs to illustrate or reinforce a skill, fact or idea. TLMs 

also help in bringing novelty and freshness in classroom teaching as it relieves 

learners from anxiety, fear and boredom. TLMs should encourage contacts 

between students and faculty, develop reciprocity and co-operation plus 

encourage active learning, prompt feedback, emphasize time on task, 

communicate high expectation and should respect diversity of talent and learning 

in students. Teachers often use and techniques to make learning captivating and 

impart quality education. To make learning more effective teachers should take 

the assistance of teaching learning materials.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teaching Learning materials prepared by the instructor 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blood Donation Camp organized on 9th Oct.2018 

Objectives:- 

                 Importance of Blood donation refers from maintaining an adequate 

Blood supply in our community secure blood transfusions for patients, because it 

is a service of mankind.   

A Blood donation camp was organized at TNATTC or Sir Sidheshwar Narayan 

Singh, DSW, V.K.S.U, Ara inaugurated the camp on the day. Students includes 

Asst. professors of the college were present in that program speaking on the 

occasion, the DSW said students should not only be educated in education, they 

will also be educated in terms of character blood donation is the highest  device 

one can render to humanity . It is a pleasant picture that such. Camps are  being 

organized across the state fully fledged with a motive to eliminate blood scarcity. 

Instructor Aditya Prakash Singh make demonstration 

with his prepared Teaching Learning materials 



He urged people to donate blood so that it would be used to save the lives of 

Thalassemia accidental cases and many more. He also requested the students to 

extend its services to all in the agencies. This initiative is step to support those 

who suffer from Thalassemia, Cancer and other illness. He thankful for the 

opportunity to express the gratitude to the donor. 

    Today on 9th October, T.N.A.T.T.C, Harigaon campus a 

Blood donation camp has been organized. Dr M.L.Raju, principal, Dr Krishna 

Murari Agrawal, Secretary of T.N.A.T.T.C, Sri Sidheshwar Narayan Singh,DSW, 

V.K.S.U,Ara  inspire the students to donate Blood to save life of many.Faculty 

member Dr Rajesh Kumar Srivastav, Smt.Anubha Sinha,Sri Niraj Tiwari and other 

non- teaching staff along with 22 students from B.Ed. session – 2017-19  & 2018-

20 donated blood in the camp. Alumni – Aditya Prakash Singh, Mahendra Kumar, 

Manoj Kumar Arya of B.Ed. session2015-17 were donated Blood to sweet co-

operation for mankind. Red Cross society from Ara has skillfully managed the 

camp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ALUMNI donated Blood  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

ALUMNI felicities by RED CROSS, Society, ARA 


